Turn your iPad® device into a mobile cash register with the **Cashnet® Mobile Payments App**
This mobile app allows you to accept electronic payments on the go at events all over campus. You’ll offer the convenience payers want.

**Key features for students**
- Offers expedited in-person payment experience, either in the business office or attending a campus activity
- Provides students with the flexibility to use multiple tender types
- Gives students fast updates to account balances

**Activate in-person payments**
*Give your entire campus the option to make an in-person payment, either in the business office or through our mobile solution.*

Our Cashiering solution enables campus departments to process over-the-counter payments, to offer a streamlined approach that uses a one-step, one-stop transaction with easy back-office reconciliation.

**Benefits for your staff**
- Configures easily for quick-click payment processing.
- Seamlessly integrates with many ERP systems, including homegrown.
- Allows users to research and report on all customer information from one centralized platform.
- Reduces the cost and effort related to PCI compliance.
- Simplifies end-of-day balancing and reconciliation.
- Provides web-based departmental deposit entry and receipting.
- Ability to set up stations anywhere on campus and configure to specific payment acceptance functions.
- Assists with cash-management activities like petty cash, check cashing, and vault management.
- Accepts EMV, NFC, Magnetic Stripe, and keyed cards through the encrypted IPP320 device.

Learn more at Cashnet.com
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